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In a Nutshell
1. Portobello Central Ltd is a company limited by guarantee, a not-for-profit community
organisation, formed by members of the Portobello community to prepare a proposal to
the City of Edinburgh Council in response to its call for proposals for Portobello Town
Hall.
2. We propose that, in partnership with the Council, we progress towards an asset transfer
of the building to a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO), set up for the
purpose, with a board of trustees elected by the community, as required by the relevant
legislation.
3. We conducted a wide-ranging public consultation, during the period of COVID-19
restrictions, which identified a clear wish from the community that:
•
•
•

the building re-open as soon as is practicable for a wide range of uses, traditional
and new;
it should be managed by the community.
the building has capacity for more uses than just big events

4. We understand the reasons behind the 2019 closure and are grateful for sight of the
various reports commissioned by the Council on the works needed and their likely cost.
We believe that a phased programme of work is possible, enabling the building to reopen in the autumn of 2021.
5. Funding the work without a security over the building as a community-based
organisation is difficult. We conclude that a straightforward, commercial-style lease is
impractical. However, if the building were owned and operated by a community
charitable body, such funds might be obtained from, for example, the Scottish Land
Fund and the Lottery. Exploring these possibilities is difficult without a clear indication
from the Council that our proposal should be pursued.
6. A community-owned and managed venue offering a wide range of activities would sit
well with the growing population of Portobello, with the current developments in
Portobello itself, and to come at Brunstane and Seafield, adding to demand.
Independent architect and surveyor consultants are available and keen; first indications
are that they see the building as viable and could be opened for limited use with 3-6
months work.
7. Currently, we assume that a Council decision, in principle, might take at least until the
end of February 2021. Assuming that is favourable, the statutory steps for creation of a
SCIO and to begin the asset transfer process could well run into late summer 2021. In
parallel, the search for funds could continue.
8. Working in partnership with CEC, and considering the unique offer of the Town Hall in
the broader local landscape of community, charity and Council-run venues, we intend to
use the period while an asset transfer is under consideration to conduct further work to
prepare for opening the building, safely but with limitations by 1 October 2021, as a
venue complementary to, and not in competition with, other venues in Portobello. This
will involve a contractual arrangement with CEC to be negotiated.
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Where we start
9. Councillors, Council officers and community representatives met in November 2019.
An agreed note of that meeting concluded:

“The initial process is to solicit interest, to inform the next phase of securing the
building’s future with capital investment and, once complete, the Council, in
consultation with the wider community, will assess all options.
In summary – the Town Hall needs serious investment, that the council can’t currently
provide, and are looking to see if anyone (could be private business, social
enterprise, charity or a community group) has a proposal for a sustainable use of the
town hall. The community will then be involved in assessing the proposals and next
steps.”
10. An informal group of local people came together at the end of 2019, including members
associated with Bellfield and The Wash House, to prepare a community-based proposal
to take over management of the Town Hall.
11. The City of Edinburgh Council (CEC) advertised in late February 2020:

“seeking a tenant to provide a sustainable future for this important historic building.
Ideally the proposed future use should include community benefits and facilities.”
12. This document is a proposal with which to open discussions with CEC.
13. This proposal cannot be regarded as a final, formal bid as might be expected in a
normal contractual process - the COVID-19 disruption and uncertainties are too great.
However, this is presented as an honest basis for discussion.
14. If another proposal is before the Council, the group feels that there should not be a
competition but a discussion on the prospects for partnership working. The group
concluded early on that the best outcome would be a coming together of commercial,
community and Council interests.

The Working Group
15. Although the group came together under a “Save Portobello Town Hall” banner, it was
evident that the options for the building are limited, not least by its listed building status,
and that the base position of the Council was an extended moth-balling of the building
until its other priorities were settled. The key risk in this is a continuing degradation of
the condition of the building and loss of a facility which is valued by the community and
beyond.
16. We therefore decided that we needed a different approach, recognising that the Town
Hall was built to be the centre of life in Portobello and has been the scene of many
memorable events. The name “Portobello Central” is intended to put a name to the
current process; if successful it will be for the community to decide how to name the
building.
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Who we are
17. The Working Group is made up of people active in the community, including board
members of complementary local organisations which have been involved in
community buy-out, local business people, members with finance and IT skills, and
community council and central government experience.
18. Members have worked on various projects involving third and public sector funds and
are used to working with community issues.
19. Short biographies of each member form Annex 4.

Legal Structure
20. The transition to a company limited by guarantee brings the discipline of company law
and a framework of accounting and management.
21. In addition, the project will run at a high level of visibility and moral accountability to the
Portobello community. If, as is under consideration, this becomes a project of formal
asset transfer a further structural change will be needed to provide for formal
community roles in management.
22. As a first step the company status enabled us to apply for a bank account.

Progress to Date
23. The work to prepare this proposal had three main strands:
•
•
•

understand the extent and depth of interest in community management, and the
ambitions of the community for the Town Hall
identify possible, likely and probable users in order to assess the financial viability
of re-opening the building,
assess, as far as possible, what works are needed to re-open the building at all
and what further works would be required in the early and mid-term.

24. In this work we have been encouraged by the willingness of CEC to permit access and
to provide such technical information as it holds.
25. Since late 2019 we have run a successful community consultation; discussed potential
with various users; held initial discussions with local and specialist architects and
technical experts and completed a vast array of administrative tasks necessary for
future success. There is a long way to go but with determination and the will of the
community behind us, we are hopeful of success.
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What we know
26. The loss of the building provoked a strong reaction. Almost immediately, the community
got to work with a petition calling for refurbishment attracting over 1,800 signatures.
27. Once Portobello Central was established we considered how to create a space where
the community could come together to harness its capacity for optimism, creativity, and
volunteering. We wanted to explore what the Town Hall could enable in the future.
28. An on-line engagement programme began in July 2020. We aimed to have 300
conversations in 30 days to gauge the strength of feeling within the community. In the
end 532 engaged through a mix of survey results, Zoom meetings, social media and
other means.

300 Conversations - what we found
29. The Town Hall is envisaged as a cross-generational, inclusive, and accessible
community venue. It should meet gaps in existing provisions including a social space
for all generations, particularly youth, while meeting the ambitions of Portobello as a
home for a serious, up and coming, events space.
30. Portobello wants to keep the Town Hall for Community use:
•
•
•

Over 1,800 signatures to refurbish the Town Hall at time of closure.
Over 500 active participants in the engagement campaign, even during lockdown.
90% of those surveyed want to keep the Hall within the community.

31. The community have exciting ideas
•

From cooking lessons to nerf gun battles, youth clubs to cinema, we were
inundated with more than 100 intriguing ideas for how the community want to use
the Town Hall.

32. The community want to help
There is evidence of a qualified and experienced volunteer force for refurbishment,
maintenance and organisation of events. We recognise that translating on-line offers
and excitement into action with mops and brushes is tricky; lockdown has made it
difficult to assemble teams to come to clear conclusions, nonetheless the appetite is
there and evidenced by Bellfield’s track record of harnessing volunteers with a regular
team of around 25.
•
•
•
•

195 offers to donate time and expertise, 75 regularly.
116 offers to donate money.
65 offers to organise future events.
Support from our local sister community centres, from expertise to hall hire.

33. The Community Engagement Report with full results and methodology forms Annex 1.
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The Building

34. The Council’s suite of reports and assessments is comprehensive and daunting. We
note that the Council had been considering a refurbishment programme in 2022 but the
priorities of the capital programme were re-assessed (rightly) to focus on the needs of
school buildings.
35. We are grateful to have had two reconnaissance visits (28 February and 5 October) to
get a real feel for the issues set out in the various documents produced by the Council.
At the 5 October visit we were accompanied by architects from the local firm of Munro
Allison, which has a strong record in similar projects.
36. We have not engaged consultants yet, pending the Council’s decision, but informal
discussions suggest that some works of moderate cost might enable the building to be
re-opened. We recognise the longer term and substantial cost works which are needed
to give the building a fresh future.
37. Accordingly, we applied to the Architectural Heritage Fund for a Project Viability Study
grant – and received a grant offer of £6,500 on 17 November 2020.

The First Reconnaissance: February 2020
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What We Propose
Stepping Forward
38. The Town Hall is envisaged as a cross-generational, inclusive, and accessible
community venue. It should meet gaps in existing provisions including a social space
for all generations, particularly youth, while meeting the ambitions of Portobello as a
home for a serious up and coming events space.
39. It must take its place alongside other community assets and businesses, contributing to
growing the energy and capacity of the community and offering flexibility to meet
changing demands and methods of delivery. We see no need for competition between
the current community-based providers of space, as there is little overlap in the offers
each make, and real scope for managing them as a comprehensive range of facilities:
cousins not competitors. The venues are hard-pressed at the moment because of
COVID-19 but we should be planning for the new normal, even if what that is may not
yet be clear.
40. The Council requested proposals for a lease which implies a tenant with sufficient
existing resources to fund and manage a significant project. We took the hint in the
advertisement:

“Ideally the proposed future use should include community benefits and facilities”.
41. No commercial operation can engage with the community better than the community
itself and our 300 Conversations engagement exercise showed that the community
wants community management of the Town Hall. However, raising funds for a new
business (as that is what it will be) and a significant capital programme cannot be done
on the basis of event income alone. We propose four stages:

Portobello Central - CEC contractual arrangement
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Transfer to Community Management
42. A contractual arrangement with a charitable business, which could be the existing
Portobello Central company with a new associated charity or an altogether new SCIO.
This would immediately eliminate the burden of rates and meet a qualification for funds
from the Lottery and similar bodies. If agreed, we think the arrangement might start
from 1 April 2021.

The Longer Term
43. The arrangement might last until the end of the current Council capital programme but it
is quite possible that the Town Hall would still face considerable competition for Council
capital funding.
44. From our perspective, we should use the provisions of Part 5 of the Community
Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 to work with the Council to transfer the Town Hall to
community ownership by asset transfer. If this is accepted by the Council we might set
up, from the outset, a SCIO in a form suitable to meet the statutory needs of the
community participation in the asset transfer.
45. As a first step the community would have use of the building under a simple contractual
arrangement while the formal process of asset transfer is conducted.
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Portobello Town Hall
Community Engagement Report

Portobello wants to keep
the Town Hall for
Community use

01 Introduction
02 What we found out
03 What we did

• Over 1,800 signatures to refurbish the
Town Hall at time of closure.
• Over 500 active participants in the
engagement campaign, even during
lockdown.
• 90% of those surveyed want to keep the
Hall within the community.

The community have
exciting ideas
• From cooking lessons to nerf gun
battles, youth clubs to cinema we were
inundated with more than 100 unique
ideas for how the community want to use
the Town Hall.

04 What we learned

The community want to
help
• 195 offers to donate time and expertise,
75 regularly.
• 116 offers to donate money.
• 65 offers to organise future events.
• Support from our local sister community
centres, from expertise to hall hire.
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Introduction
Portobello Central is a small group based in the Portobello community working to bring
Portobello Town Hall back to life.
Portobello Town Hall closed in July 2019 following a period of management by the City of
Edinburgh Council through the Libraries department. Deemed financially non-viable and
facing increasing repair costs, the Council closed the doors.
With 2 halls, including an impressive theatre arrangement with seats for almost 500 people,
the venue was used for weddings, ceilidhs, theatre, concerts, festivals, dances, exhibitions,
parties and keep fit classes. The sense of loss, as the heart of Portobello grew dark, was
palpable.
“This is not just a building but something which means a lot to the community and the whole of
Edinburgh. There isn’t anyone I don’t know who has not had a tie to this building…….
Refurbishing would bring life back into the building as well as being heavily used again.
This building IS Portobello!
Almost immediately, the community got to work with a petition calling for refurbishment,
attracting over 1,800 signatures. Following this successful petition, a community workshop
was arranged to discuss options for the Town Hall using a ‘world café’ style.
A core group met at the workshop, and with the help of local Councillor, Mary Campbell,
came together to make sure Portobello Town Hall remained a public space with community
at its heart regardless of the ultimate leaseholder. From this group, Portobello Central was
born.
Portobello Central set out to create a space where the community could come together to
harness our capacity for optimism, creativity, and volunteering. We wanted to explore what
the Town Hall could enable in the future.
We set out to create an ambitious community
engagement programme in line with the
National Standards for Community
Engagement.
Due to start in March 2020, our original
timetable and methodology was challenged by
the necessary restrictions created by COVID-19.
After a brief pause, the group reconvened. We
agreed the purpose of the engagement and the
desire to maintain a quality consistent with the
National Standards had not changed. We
adjusted our methodologies accordingly and our
engagement began again in earnest in June
2020.
The remainder of this report details the
outcome, purpose, methodology and lessons
learned of our engagement plan.
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What we found out
Petition to “Refurbish Portobello Town Hall
At the point of closure a petition was instigated on
change.org calling on Edinburgh City Council to refurbish
Portobello Town Hall and prevent its closure. Very quickly,
1,812 signatures were gathered.
The petition demonstrated the strength of feeling within the
community for a well-loved and used building. A sense of
frustration that the Hall had been allowed to fall into such
disrepair, particularly as our community grew larger, was
clear.

“It's a beautiful building and it's much needed
by the ever-growing population of Portobello”

“Portobello would not be
Portobello without this
wonderful building! It is
perfectly positioned right in the
middle of the town centre and
serves its community well.
Every proper town needs its
own town hall and none more
so than this one.”

“Integral part of the community, overlooked and under-funded for years. Loss of
this building would have so much impact.”

Many comments addressed the potential for the building and the variety of needs it had
served at the past and could serve in the future.
“My wife is from Thailand and we travel from
Hamilton to visit the town hall every time
there is a Thai Festival there. So we can
Celebrate with our other Thai Friends. This
would be a Big Loss”

“I have (had) many a great night in this
venue. Where can I meet up with friends
from near & far who are attending the
Northern Soul nights?”

300 Conversations in 30 Days
Using a variety of methods aimed at engaging as many and as diverse views as possible (full
methodology in “what we did” section) Portobello Central created space within the
restrictions of social distancing where the community could come together to harness our
capacity for optimism, creativity and volunteering.
Over 30 days we broke our 300 conversations target and 532 different people engaged with
us through surveys, online meetings, social media, email, and socially distanced chats.
They shared their memories of the Town Hall, their excitement about its possible futures,
what they needed from this community space, their ideas, and their offers of help.
We found the community overwhelmingly wanted to keep the Town Hall under community
control and were willing to help. They envisioned a space that filled the gaps in existing
provision for all generations, particularly youth, while meeting the ambitions of Portobello as
a home for a serious up and coming events space.
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Of the 460 main community survey respondents, over 74% had used the Town Hall in the
past and 90% wanted it to be managed by and for the community in the future. 100% of
those asked (surveyed and other) believed more could happen in the Town Hall if it was
community run. Difficulties encountered when trying to hire the hall from the Council were
mentioned, one participant noted “I did try and hire it once but got nowhere”.
The Town Hall was previously used for a wide variety of purposes. When conducting the
survey we asked how people had used the Town Hall but aimed for a sense of how much it
was used for “events” (audience) and how much for more participatory
purposes (e.g. classes):

Audience
42%

44%

Organiser
Other
Participant

8% 6%

We wanted to understand what the community of Portobello wanted to use Portobello Town
Hall for now and in the future. Grouping the ideas into categories we asked across our
different engagement methods which of the categories people would like to see, people
could select more than one choice:
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Live
events

Classes

Studios
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Shops

Café

Weddings
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The real fun happened in the workshops, face to face conversations and free-form section of
the surveys. With over 100 intriguing ideas (see appendix 1), Portobello really showed its
creativity.
“The Portobello Town hall is a brilliant resource right in the heart of Portobello. It's time to
think about re-engaging the communities we live in and the town hall can play a key part
in this, providing lots of opportunities for people to access social connections, culture and
goods under one roof”

The breadth of ideas was impressive and reflected the diversity of participants. Youth
oriented ideas such as youth groups; youth council hub; gaming conventions; under 18
discos; laser quest; and nerf gun battles came predominantly from participants aged 18 and
under. This perhaps reflects the lack of informal community spaces for the young within
Portobello.
The lack of relaxed social meeting spaces for the older generation came up too with one
participant noting “The cafe at Bellfield was a (local) meeting space for the elderly .. (they
are) now meeting at Morrisons café”. This need was innate in ideas such as coffee mornings;
community café; social bingo and tea dances.
Large, noisier public events such as live concerts and gigs, theatre, festival venue, “Porty’s
Queens Hall” often came up, recognising the unique possibilities offered by the Town Hall
compared to Portobello’s other community spaces. It was clear that there were concerns
about diverting demand from other community centres in Portobello.
Certain ideas came up multiple times, cinema, and childcare in particular. Wrap-around
childcare was previously available at the Town Hall but has since moved to Duddingston.
We produced “wordles” at various points of the campaign. A crude but effective tool, words
are grouped in a shape with relative size reflecting frequency:
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Themes started to emerge from these ideas. The Town Hall is envisaged as a cross-generational, inclusive, and accessible community venue. It should meet
gaps in existing provisions including a social space for all generations, particularly youth, while meeting the ambitions of Portobello as a home for a serious up
and coming events space:
“An events, meeting place, theatre, dance, performance space, a REAL hub of the new Porty community, youth club! Don't

let this chance pass YOU by, Porty NEED'S something, for everyone, from babies to the purple rinse brigade, everyone!”
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The community wants to help
In our surveys and conversations we asked participants if they would be willing to help and in
what way. People were able to choose multiple options, varying from spreading the word
about events to donating time and money.

Publicise events
Attend events
Organise events
Donate time once off
Donate time regularly

Donate money
0

100

200

300

400

195 people in total offered to donate time, 120 on an ad hoc basis and 75 regularly. Skills
offered included design, project management, events programming, conservation
architecture, sharing experience of 3 rd sector organising and similar community projects,
cleaning, painting, and gardening. 137 email addresses were provided to discuss offers in
more detail – we are still working through that list.
116 participants indicated willingness to support the project by donating money. The
community have donated £540 so far (Sept 2020), in response to an update for our mailing
list. We did not explore other options (community shares, crowd funding) at this stage of
engagement.
63 respondents were interested in organising events, those mentioned specifically:
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What we did
Purpose of Engagement and Identification of Partners
First we agreed the purpose of our engagement plan based on our understanding of the
communities ambitions, informed by the original petition establishing community interest.
Purpose of Engagement
Understand what Portobello Community needs, and what is missing from our existing portfolio
of community spaces.
To involve our wider community in shaping the proposal we deliver, and to make sure that we
accurately represent our communities’ views.
Understand what the community of Portobello want to use Portobello Town Hall for now and in
the future.
Understand what support the community of Portobello are willing and able to give.
To excite the community about the possibilities of Portobello Central
Our next stage was to identify partners within the community that could help us design and
deliver our engagement, leaning on their knowledge to ensure our design was inclusive and
removed barriers where possible. We met various community organisations:
•

Portobello Community Council

•

Portobello Library

•

Portobello High School

•

Other community centres – The Washhouse and Bellfield

•

Local Scout Groups

Original plans included speaking at High School assemblies; workshops at the library;
crafting sessions with the local Scouts group; and world café style events at the Washhouse,
who donated their venue for this purpose.
COVID-19 meant we had to re-think. Within the constraints of social distancing, while
continuing to focus on the importance of diversity and inclusivity of participants, we designed
our 300 conversations in 30 days campaign:
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300 Conversations in 30 Days: Design and Methodology
300 conversations in 30 days was developed to encompass our ambition to align with the
National Standards of Community Engagement within the constraints imposed by social
distancing.
We continued to strive towards diversity of views and inclusion through:
• social media strategy to widen audience using different platforms;
•

different online approaches (targeted surveys; online group meetings; email)

•

creating avenues for those not able or willing to engage online (socially distanced
meetings, hard copies of survey questions)

•

socially distanced physical publicity (flyers, banner, presence on High Street)

The campaign name, “300 conversations in 30 days” provided a sense of urgency, what we
felt was a reasonable and representative target, and allowed us to encompass all of the
different methods by counting each point of engagement, by whatever means, as a
“conversation”.

Method of Engagement
Main Survey
Online Workshops
Portobello High School Survey
Socially distanced face to face
Facebook
Email
Hard copy form
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# Conversations
459
19
18
11
11
9
5
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Social Media Strategy
The objective of the social media strategy was to reach as wide an audience as possible.
This meant moving beyond our established Facebook group (800) which was non-diverse
(74% identified as female, majority within age group 35 – 64).
We developed www.portobellocentral.org, using this as the launch pad for communicating
our work and plans for engagement. We then echoed through Facebook; Instagram and
Twitter.
We conducted a social media community audit. This identified groups with large and active
followings within our community and those we hoped might expand our diversity (e.g.
Portovelo, Spokes Porty and Portobello Rugby Club). We engaged these groups through
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Our partners, Portobello Library, the Wash House, and
Bellfield, along with individual supporters, also promoted our campaign.
During the campaign, the Portobello Central (Saving Porty Town
Hall) Facebook group quickly grew from c.800 to well over 1,000
members, c.650 of whom are deemed “active”. Twitter followers
grew to around 200 and Instagram to 150. Formal “subscribers”
to the Porty Central mailing list through the website grew to c.100.
We used these platforms to provide information and encourage
engagement. We kept everyone up to date on our tally of
conversations and used “wordles” to share popularity of ideas at
given points. This provoked engagement from those who did not
see their idea. We also had meaningful conversations via
Facebook with participants providing their thoughts and ideas,
which made up a small element (11) of our 532 conversations.
Online Workshops
Using the online booking platform, Eventbrite, we set up a series of 12 “Zoom” meetings for
people to book. Using a semi-structured interview style based on the purpose of our
engagement these were small, focused workshops. To ease nervousness and wary of
“Zoom-fatigue” during lockdown, these were promoted and designed to be relaxed and
informal with no more than 5 or 6 participants encouraged to “bring a cup of tea”.
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In total, 19 of the 532 conversations were performed in this way. Participants were from a
variety of backgrounds, 5 identified as male and around 36% occupied the 65 and over age
group. Participants were animated, bouncing ideas off each other, asking questions, and
providing advice.
Surveys
We designed and executed 2 surveys covering the purpose of our engagement using
Typeform for both. The largest by far, with 459 responses, was the general community
survey, promoted through our social media.
We also worked with our partner, Portobello High School, to provide a tailored survey to High
School pupils which was shared through the school’s weekly update email out to pupils and
parents. 19 pupils took part, providing an insight to an age group for which we were not
seeing a high level of engagement.
The design of both surveys was initially by the working group, using the guidance provided
by the Typeform platform. These were then tested and feedback was sought from
community members (a teacher for the High School survey) prior to publication. Drop off
rates were low, and insignificant for the community survey once the survey was started.
Only completed surveys were counted.
Non-Virtual Methods of Engagement
Keen to ensure we included those who were not able or willing to engage online we
supplemented our engagement plan with non-virtual methods where possible:
1. 1000 printed flyers with questions on the back distributed in
shops and public spaces, Bellfield provided a delivery
location. At this stage in the lockdown we were not
confident of a successful socially distanced doorstep
delivery.
2. Large banner hung on doors of the Town Hall
3. Physical presence outside of Town Hall (2 days,
consecutive weekends, socially distanced) where we were
able to distribute leaflets and talk face to face with passersby.
4. Pre-arranged socially distanced face to face conversations
outside with no more than 2 households present at any
time.

Of our 532 conversations, 11 were face to face and 5 were paper forms handed in.
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Annex 1: Appendix 1: Over 100 Unique Ideas

Weddings
Parties / celebrations
Farmers market
Nursery age child care
Wrap around childcare
Drop in crèche
Playgroups
Live events
Live music venue
Permanent cinema
Pop-up cinema
Shop
Christmas fairs
Market space
Tables sale
Indoor car boot sales
Arts and craft fairs
University or college outreach
Community hub with police, CAB and library
Seaside tourist hub – manage our tourism
Artists studios;
Co-working space
Edinburgh festival
Support schools
Northern Soul
Youth club
Community place
Hub for community groups
Community performances

Licensed Bar
Community / Commercial mix
Permanent café
A community cafe with locally grown vegs
(making use of the garden for crops, great for
children school project type thing)
Drop in centre
Coffee mornings
Jewellery studio;
Tango dances
Ceroc dances
Dance shows
Porty's Queen Hall
Boutique hotel
Classes and clubs for kids
Exhibitions
Tea dances
Social bingo
Bingo
Fundraising events
Art classes
Community democracy events
Under 18 discos
Social events for ages 12 - 15
Theatre performances
Community centre for the youth
Charity events
Volleyball
Quiz night
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Fitness
Support schools
Drama clubs
Orchestras
Ceilidh
DJ nights
Family friendly events
Games conventions
Lectures
An indoor hall to play games and hang out
after school.
Office space
Somewhere to get out of house to meet other
Mums over coffee and let the babies play with
toys and chat.
Play frame, ball pit.
Rehearsal space
Kids fitness or self defence classes
Adult self defence classes
Boxing Tournaments
Lego league
Arts and crafts groups
50's, 60's 70's dance nights
Lip reading lessons
Office functions
Christenings
Prom venue
Nerf gun battles
Laserquest
Badminton
Pop-up bank
Zero-waste grocery
Dog shows
Hidden Doors festival
Spiritual fellowships
Chinese New Year Celebrations
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A space like Out of the Blue
Circuit training
Stuff for Dads so they don't go to the pub
Choir
Dance competitions. (Highland, Ballroom,
Stage or Hip Hop)
Youth theatre
Festival Fringe events
Ping pong evening (Bellfield too small)
Swing dance society
Conference space
Children's sporting events
Training young people about community work
and volunteering - grow the next generation of
citizens
After school activities
Mindfulness classes
Work with other centres to create weekend
"events" to get a buzz going round Porty
Innovation and entrepreneur space
Family Saturday theatre / cinema
Multi-generational events
Venue for Edinburgh Beltane
Science outreach and education
Graduations
Venue for Fun Palace
Porty does Strictly
Food festival
Mini highland games
Community cooking for those recently housed
Theatre training
Local energy project
Local history museum
Social innovation space
Porty Robots finders Gathering
Polling station
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Annex 1: Appendix 2: Lessons Learned
A key objective of the National Standards for Community Engagement is to use what has
been learned to improve our future community engagement.
To that end the working group got together at the end of the campaign to discuss how we felt
and what we would do differently in the future. We also welcomed feedback throughout our
conversations.
There was so much more that could have been done with the benefit of more time, skills, and
resources. COVID restrictions caused constraints, both for our engagement plans but also in
the capacity of the community and partners.
There were also some things we would do differently if we had our time again regardless:
Diversity and Inclusivity:
We were acutely aware of the limitations of COVID restrictions and what this meant in terms
of lack of diversity. We did not reach as many offline as we would have liked and participant
demographics were skewed towards those of the working group.
With the benefit of hindsight we would:
• Spend more time identifying and engaging partners at the start with diversity firmly in
mind.
•

Identify youth “ambassadors” to spearhead engagement with this age group
(participant feedback).

•

Expand our offline conversations, enabling volunteers to hold these with neighbours
and friends. This would allow those that know the participant best to tailor each
conversation to the participant’s needs.

Communication and Branding:
Participants fed back that our branding “Portobello Central” made it unclear at first glance
what our objective was. A similar criticism was aimed at the “300 Conversations in 30 Days”
tagline where it was suggested the uncertainty of objective may have put people off.
With the benefit of hindsight we would:
•

Make sure our branding was clear, adding the line “Saving Portobello Townhall”
beneath.

•

Welcome feedback in advance of our campaign communications to ensure these
were as clear as possible.
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Portobello Central
Running the Community Business
Business Report: Phase 1
Introduction
Phase 1: Objectives
Phase 1: Costs and Funding Sources
Phase 1: Forecast Income and
Expenditure
Phases 2-4: Projected Income and
Expenditure
Phases 2-4: Assumptions
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Introduction
Portobello Central Ltd was established to re-open Portobello Town Hall and bring it under
community management and potentially ownership.
Portobello Town Hall closed in July 2019 following a period of management by the City of
Edinburgh Council (CEC) through the Libraries department. This business case provides a
basis for a CEC-supported transfer of the management of Portobello Town Hall to the local
community (“Phases 1 to 2”). This will allow the community to refurbish, re-open, manage
and prove the long-term viability of the Town Hall. With the consent of the community, we
will explore potential future community ownership over a 3 to 5-year period (“Phases 3 to 4”).

Often referred to as a “try before you buy” model, this is a tried and trusted approach to
Asset Transfer under Part 5 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015,
recognised by supporters such as DTAS and the Scottish Land Fund. This plan details the
financial requirements underpinning Phase 1.
This initial phase in the project consists of exploratory work to fully understand:
•

community appetite for management and ownership;

•

community needs, ambitions and vision for the space;

•

scale of works required to allow re-opening;

•

operational costs and realistic anticipated income streams.

Hence outgoings will consist predominantly of professional fees and a nominal level of
business expenses and publicity.
This initial phase will be funded through donations (time, expertise and money) and grants.
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Phase 1 Objectives
The overall objective of Phase 1 is to agree a CEC-supported transfer of the management of
Portobello Town Hall to the local community.
Currently the City of Edinburgh Council has offered the Town Hall for let:
“The Council is seeking a tenant to provide a sustainable future for this important historic building.
Ideally the proposed future use should include community benefits and facilities.”

In order to achieve this and commence further negotiations with CEC we must build a
business case which demonstrates our proposal has the backing of the community and is
financially sustainable. Our 3 key objectives for Phase 1 are therefore:

To date we have completed an initial programme of community engagement, funded by
small donations of money and large donations of time and goodwill. This showed strong
support for the project; helped us understand the needs and ambitions of the community and
provided over 100 unique ideas for building use1.
We now require professional assistance to achieve the remaining objectives and are seeking
grant funding and donations to make this happen.

1

See Appendix 1: Community Engagement Report
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Phase 1 Costs and Funding Sources
Costs
The following list of services required, and cost estimates, are based on the prior experience
of other centres and individuals who have conducted similar exercises and initial
conversation with professionals and advice and funding bodies.
They are subject to change and we may uncover the need for more specialist services as we
proceed:
Services Required

Estimated Cost

Building condition survey2

£0

Specialist reports (e.g. VAT planning, asbestos, ceiling specific, green
energy)
Conservation architect options report

£5,000
£3,500

Business plan, feasibility study and option appraisal

£4,400

Legal Fees

£1,000

Business Expenses and marketing materials

£1,000

Total

£14,900

Funding Sources
Similar to estimated costs, the funding sources below are based upon indicative
conversations and prior experience.
Source

Target

Actual

Status

Community donations and fundraising

£2,000

£761

received

£500

£500

received

Architectural Heritage Fund

£7,500

£6,500

secured

Scottish Land Fund – 1st Stage

£10,000

National Lottery Community Fund Microgrant

engaging

Foundation Scotland

prospect

Regeneration Fund

prospect

Total

£20,000 £7,761

We have assumed £0 for building survey as architect indicates we would proceed based on Council
survey.
2
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Phase 1 Income and Expenditure Forecast
As a small, voluntary organisation we do not anticipate any overdraft or other financing requirements at this stage. We will constrain our
activities based on the income available at the time. The timeline for phase 1 is forecast as follows:
Nov 2020
Opening Balance
Donations and fundraising

Dec 2020

Jan 2021

Feb 2021

Mar 2021

£1,141

£1,261

£1,361

£1,461

£1,561

£261

£120

£300

£300

£300

£300

£300

Architectural Heritage Fund

£6,500
£6,0003

Scottish Land Fund – stage 1
Total Income

£120

£1,561

£300

£300

Building survey

£6,800

£6,300

£0

Specialist reports

£5,000

Conservation architect report

£3,500

Business plan

£4,400

Legal Fees

£1,000

Expenses

£0

£200

£200

£200

£200

£200

Total Expenditure

£0

£200

£200

£0

£8,100

£6,200

£1,261

£1,361

£1,461

£1,561

£261

£361

Closing Balance

3

Apr 2021

This is an indicative amount. We intend to apply for £10k and assume the need for further unidentified services will crop up during this phase.
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Phases 2 - 4 Projected Income and Expenditure
We provide a projection of anticipated costs and income up to Phase 4 to illustrate our understanding of the magnitude of the task. Capital
expenditure is based on provided Council reports, phased to reflect informal conversations with local architects, operational income and
expenditure is based on existing community centres and previous costs of the Town Hall, provided by the Council. Funding sources are
indicative at best at this stage (prior to feasibility study).
Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Opening Balance

£361

£961

Donations and
fundraising

£600

£600

£42,000

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

£36,561

£21,661

£31,961

£63,961

£66,961

£75,000

£50,000

£80,000

£50,000

£10,000

£5,000

£0

£2,000

£16,100

£21,300

£63,000

£64,000

Total Income

£42,600

£77,600

£66,100

£101,300

£113,000

Capital Expenditure

£25,000

£25,000

£40,000

£50,000

Operational Expenses

£10,500

£10,500

£39,500

£39,500

Consulting Fees

£5,000

£5,000

Management Expenses

£1,500

£1,500

£1,500

£1,500

£1,500

£42,000

£42,000

£81,000

£91,000

£961

£36,561

£21,661

£31,961

Funding Sources
Income

Total Expenditure
Closing Balance
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Q1 2023

Q2 2023

£31,061

£361

£26,100

£21,300

£63,000

£74,000

£31,100

£21,300

£63,000

£40,000

£30,000

£25,000

£10,000

£5,000

£39,500

£39,500

£39,500

£39,500

£39,500

£1,000

£1,000

£5,000

£1,500

£1,500

£1,500

£1,500

£81,000

£71,000

£67,000

£52,000

£51,000

£63,961

£66,961

£31,061

£361

£12,361
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Phases 2 - 4 Assumptions
The projected income and expenditure provided for phase 2-4 is illustrative and we expect it
to change rapidly following the business planning process (see appendix 3).
The basis for each of our assumptions are listed:

Income

Assumption

Donations and
fundraising

Assuming we are successful we plan to begin a fundraising programme
within the community, target amounts are spread across the phases. To
date donations have been largely unsolicited

Funding
Sources

We recognise the plan as it stands is reliant on grant funding. We will be
able to provide more tangible details once consultancy work starts. We
are also exploring potential commercial partnerships and anchor
tenancies within the ambitions and needs of the community.

Income

Expected income is seasonal with festive and wedding seasons
represented. Amounts are based on community experience and
discussions with other venues. It is also based on a return to something
closer to normality post COVID towards the end of 2021.

Expenditure

Capital
Expenditure

Assumption
We recognise the Council survey indicates an overall cost of
refurbishment to modern day standards at around the £750k - £1m
mark.
However, initial discussions with architects would suggest a more
modest sum of around £250,000 would be enough to get the doors
open.

Operational
Expenditure

Operational expenditure is based on knowledge of other centres within
Portobello (duly “grossed up” to reflect the larger size and ambitions of
the Town Hall). We have been informed by the previous running costs
provided by the Council. We make the assumption that, as a charity, we
would not be paying rates.

Consulting
Fees

We assume we will continue to require specialist services and make
allowances for this in the forecast.

Management
Expenses

We have allowed for a small amount of expenses not directly related to
the running of the building, fundraising for example.
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Annex 3:

Munro Allison Architects &
Rob Robinson Heritage Consultant
Proposal for Project Viability Study
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Proposal by Munro Allison and
Rob Robinson Heritage Consultant for a
Project Viability Study (Extract)
METHODOLOGY & COSTS FOR ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE FUND
VIABILITY STUDY
________________________________________________________________________
The study would be carried out in three stages
1.0 INTRODUCTORY/ BRIEFING MEETING
To meet the core client team, gain a detailed understanding of the project and project group
ambitions (for the study and the project), obtain any further background information,
including any consultation requirements and contact details, discuss deadlines and
timescales and visit the site (Rob Robinson).
2.0 RESEARCH STAGE
At this stage as much information about the building as possible is researched, collated and
analysed, including previous studies, earlier consultation and surveys.
2.1 Work to be carried out by Munro Allison Architects
2.1.1 Historical Research and Building Analysis
This involves researching the building and its history to inform and better understand the
significance of the building and its setting. This includes documentary research in archives
as well as collating and assessing any previous research carried out. An analytical survey of
the building will be carried out which will allow us to identify any changes to the building and
assess the relative importance of the building in terms of architecture, social history, etc.
2.1.2 Condition
A condition survey is normally carried out at this point, but given that the council have
recently carried out extensive condition surveys, including specialists for plaster ceilings, this
section would summarise and assess the findings of these.
2.1.3 Statement of Significance
This is the key summary of why the building is important holistically and would identify the
elements of the building which are of more or lesser significance: this then allows the effects
of proposed alterations to the building to be assessed accurately. A summary of the
constraints and opportunities faced by any re-use of the Town Hall will also be produced.
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2.2 Works to be carried by Rob Robinson Heritage Consultant
2.2.1 Data collection/ research:
All relevant documents and data relating to the project and the market / local context will be
collated and reviewed. It is anticipated that the client team will assist with the collation of
some of this material but its collection will be led by the consultant and will include:
-Any previous studies along with all associated documents
-Any further building reports including operating reports
-Any previous community consultation
-Any project group documentation (mission statement / constitution / Forward Plan)
-Local demographic and economic data (e.g. Edinburgh by Numbers) including future
proposals (Draft Local Plan)
-Additional local or regional visitor data
-Additional community needs reports (e.g. community action plans)
-Any other relevant data, strategies, studies or plans known to the client team or the
consultant
2.2.2 Activity Research and Summary:
Through discussion with the client team to provide a summary of the current activity by the
project group and of past activity within the Town Hall.
2.2.3 Locality and Context:
To provide an assessment of the Portobello locality in terms of socio economic position and
demographics. This will be to sufficient detail to provide context for the project and option
proposals as per the requirements of the Project Viability Report.
3.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL AND FINAL REPORT
3.1 Summary
The final viability study will identify three options for re-use or alteration of the building.
These will be based on both the architectural constraints and opportunities identified in
previous stages as well as the economic viability of use.
Following discussion with the client group, the preferred option will be chosen and developed
into an indicative scheme with capital building and repair costs identified.
3.2 Works to be carried out by Rob Robinson
Working with the client team, three options for use will be developed for the building. Each
option is likely to include a variety of use mixes (based on community needs, project team
ambitions and building suitability). Some consultation is likely to be required at this stage
with potential partners, users or stakeholders.
For each option, the use will be described and assessed from a business perspective to
assess outline financial viability and risk and an assessment of pros and cons for each option
will be provided leading to a recommended preferred option.
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Economic outcomes: For the preferred option, a basic economic evaluation will be
undertaken providing an estimation of economic outcomes, employment and volunteering. If
the use and data allows this will include an outline economic impact assessment.
Funding: Funding research will be undertaken to identify the key sources of funding, the
levels of funds required from each funder and how this fits with the preferred option. This
information will be entered into the tables in the PVR template.
Action Plan: Input into the action plan to clearly identify next steps for the client team to
progress the project
3.1 Works to be carried out by Munro Allison Architects
After identifying the three preferred uses (or use mix), we will then develop sketch schemes
for how these can be accommodated into the Town Hall building, and whether any significant
alteration or extension of the property would be required or help to accommodate viable
economic uses.
These design options can be used as the basis for initial discussions with funders. Each
option will also include: the necessary repairs to the existing fabric of the building; a
summary of the pros and cons of each approach; and the potential for staged development.
The final, preferred scheme will be drawn up in sufficient detail to allow for indicative budget
costings, including necessary repairs and indications of potential for development stages.
4.0 ADMINISTRATION
4.1 Lead Consultant
The project will be led and co-ordinated by Munro Allison Architects. Each consultant will be
appointed directly, and separately, by the client. MAA would be appointed on standard RIAS
conditions of appointment.
4.2 Meetings
Meetings with the client are proposed at start up (stage 1), and on production of interim and
draft reports. These will be in person, COVID-19 permitting, and by Zoom / skype etc. if not.
4.3 Reporting
Reports would be provided at interim (selection of preferred option) and full draft stages.
Following meetings at each report stage and taking client comments on board the final report
will be produced.
4.4 Exclusions:
Community Consultation – community consultation is not regarded as necessary at this
stage, but if deemed so, this would be undertaken by the client team or at additional cost
Costings: A suitable experienced cost consultant would be required to produce the costing
for the preferred scheme and collation of the repairs to the building. We can arrange this if
required.
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Annex 4: Who we are

Damian Harney

Lynn Houmdi

Jon Davey

Experienced IT professional with almost 20
years in various sectors such as telecoms,
finance and public sector. Main area of
expertise is change management.

Portobello resident of 30+ years. Former
diplomat and civil servant, now supporting
purpose-driven organisations including
charities and social enterprises. Interim
manager, Bridgend Farmhouse and MultiCultural Family Base Trustee.

Former IT systems developer, now
operating a local photography business.
Local resident, familiar with the locality, in
particular the local cultural landscape.
Served for three years as a director of Art
Walk Projects CIC and remains on the Art
Walk committee.

Jayne Saywell

Jennifer Elliot

Senior risk manager, focused on climate
risk. Co-founder of a social enterprise
helping companies pivot to regenerative
business models. Finance professional
(ACMA). treasurer of the Wash House,
local parent.

Salesperson in the IT industry for 20 years,
now a carer for the elderly., Treasurer of
Action Porty since the early days of that
project - the 1st urban community right to
buy.
The learnings and positive
experiences from that project led to
Jennifer being a founder member of the
Portobello Central organisation.

Will Tyler-Greig

Morag Phillips

Geoff Pearson

Civil servant whose most recent work was
responding to the COVID-19 pandemic,
leading on the 'Wellbeing Fund' with a
range of third sector partners to distribute
£50 million to thousands of front-line
charities.
Will has a background in
planning and geography and is a Trustee
of UK charity Living Streets.

Owner/Principal
of
Lothian
Dance
Academy for 32 years.
Former
professional dancer involved in dance &
dance education 45 years. Experienced
events and shows organiser. Registered
teacher Royal Academy of Dance.
Experience in advertising networking &
social media. Active in local community.,

Retired Scottish Government civil servant,
experienced in legislation, third sector,
NDPB structural issues, government
finance and policy development. Previous
experience includes board of Venture
Scotland; Chair of Streetwork UK;
secretary of a local community council;
member of the community planning
partnership structure.
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